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QUESTION 1

While configuring a guest solution, the customer is requesting that guest user receive access for four hours from their
first login. Which Guest Account Expiration would you select? 

A. expire_after 

B. do_expire 

C. expire_time 

D. expire_ postlogin 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You have recently implemented a serf-registration portal in ClearPass Guest to be used on a Guest SSID broadcast
from an Aruba controller. Your customer has started complaining that the users are not able to reliably access the
internet after clicking the login button on the receipt page. They tell you that the users will click the login button multiple
times and alter about a minute they gain access. What could be causing this issue? 

A. The self-registration page is configured with a 1 minute login delay. 

B. The guest client is delayed getting an IP address from the DHCP server. 

C. The guest users are assigned a firewall user role that has a rate limit. 

D. The enforcement profile on ClearPass is set up with an lETF:session delay. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

There is an Aruba Controller configured to send Guest AAA requests to ClearPass. If the customer would like the most
effective way to ensure the lowest license usage counts, how should the controller be configured? 

A. Aruba Controller will send stop messages only if EAP termination and Interim accounting are enabled. 

B. Aruba Controller will send stop messages if RADIUS Accounting Server Group is defined in the authentication
profile. 

C. Aruba Controller will send stop messages only if both accounting and interim accounting are enabled. 

D. Configure EAP Termination on the Aruba Controller and the client will send a stop message. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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A customer has configured Onboard with Single SSID provision for Aruba IAP Windows devices work as expected but
cannot get the Apple iOS devices to work. The Apple iOS devices automatically get redirected to a blank page and do
not get the Onboard portal page. What would you check to fix the issue? 

A. Verify if the checkbox "Enable bypassing the Apple Captive Network Assistant" is checked. 

B. Verify if the Onboard URL is updated correctly in the external captive portal profile. 

C. Verify if Onboard Pre-Provisioning enforcement profile sends the correct Aruba user role. 

D. Verify if the external captive portal profile is enabled to use HTTPS with port 443. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A corporate ClearPass Cluster with two servers located at a single site, has both Management and Data port IP
addresses configured. The Management port IPs are in the DataCenter networks subnet, while the Data port IPs are in
the DMZ. What is the difference between using one Virtual IP for the AAA traffic versus sending AAA requests to the
physical IPs for each server? (Select two.) 

A. The failover can be accomplished only by using Virtual IP. 

B. The Individual IPs can provide failover and load balancing. 

C. One Virtual IP can be used together with the individual server IPs for load balancing. 

D. By using the Virtual IP, the failover convergence is faster than using individual server IPs. 

E. Using the one Virtual IP can provide failover and load balancing. 

Correct Answer: BE 
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